I. INTRODUCTION
The ion toroidal rotation in a tokamak is beneficial because it controls many MHD phenomena (e.g., resistive wall modes) 1, 2 and increases plasma confinement by regulating turbulent transport. [3] [4] [5] The ion toroidal rotation is determined by external momentum sources and by the turbulent radial transport of toroidal angular momentum. In the absence of external momentum sources, a significant toroidal rotation is found in many experiments. The size of this intrinsically generated rotation is well below the ion thermal speed (typically observed Mach number ' 0.1-0.2). 6 For reactor size tokamaks (plasma volume տ1000 m 3 , e.g., ITER), external momentum sources such as neutral beams will be inefficient at rotating the plasma. Thus, it is desirable to utilize this intrinsic rotation, which requires the understanding of the mechanisms underlying the radial transport of toroidal angular momentum. This paper studies the effects of the diamagnetic flow on the radial transport of momentum. This study is accompanied by three examples illustrating the potential importance of diamagnetic effects in determining experimental rotation profiles.
The total toroidal flow in a tokamak is decomposed into two types of flows: the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow due to the radial electric field. In this paper, we refer to both pressure gradient and temperature gradient driven neoclassical flows as diamagnetic toroidal flows. 7, 8 The diamagnetic toroidal flow always exists in a tokamak, and the size of the flow is of order q ? (B=B h )v ti , which is comparable to the measured intrinsic rotation in the outer radii (e.g., r=a > 0.5) of conventional tokamaks. Here, B and B h are the magnitude of the total and poloidal magnetic fields, respectively, v ti is the ion thermal speed, r is the radial coordinate, a is the tokamak minor radius, q i is the ion Larmor radius, L T is the radial length scale of the temperature gradient, and q ? ¼ q i =L T . To explain the measured intrinsic rotation, it is important to understand momentum transport in the absence of flow and flow shear. The momentum flux in the absence of flow determines the sign of the intrinsic rotation. Consider the rotation that begins to develop from a non-rotating initial state. A positive momentum flux expels positive toroidal momentum toward the plasma-vacuum boundary, and it will result in counter-current rotation at the core. A negative momentum flux brings positive toroidal momentum to the core, and it gives co-current rotation in the core. In this paper, we evaluate the momentum transport for the case with zero net rotation; i.e., when the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow have the same size but opposite signs. Because these two types of flows have different characteristics, the effects of two canceling flows on the turbulent momentum transport do not cancel each other, giving non-zero momentum transport even for zero net rotation.
To obtain non-zero net momentum transport, a symmetry of the turbulence needs to be broken. 9, 10 Previous studies in Refs. [11] [12] [13] showed that preexisting flow and flow shear can break the symmetry and result in momentum transport. However, this previous work is applicable only to the E Â B flow due to the radial electric field. Recently, studies of momentum transport due to the diamagnetic flow have started. [14] [15] [16] These studies show that diamagnetic flows also break the turbulence symmetry and such flows can be analyzed using gyrokinetics that retains higher order corrections in q ? (B=B h ).
There are several other mechanisms that also break the turbulence symmetry in the absence of flow and cause turbulent momentum transport. The slow variation of radial density and temperature gradients across turbulent eddies [17] [18] [19] and the slow poloidal variation of the turbulence 20 can break the symmetry. These two slow variations give formally small corrections to the turbulence whose size can be comparable to the diamagnetic effect. 21 An up-down asymmetric magnetic equilibrium can also result in momentum transport. This effect can in principle be larger than other symmetry breaking mechanisms, but the intrinsic rotation observed in an extremely up-down asymmetric tokamak was found to be insignificant (Mach number < 0.05) 22 and up-down asymmetry driven momentum transport is also found to be small in numerical analysis. 23 This paper focuses on the diamagnetic flow effects, showing that they can explain some experimental observations using the three examples in Sec. IV. Our treatment of the effect of the diamagnetic flows on the turbulence is based on the fact that neoclassical effects and turbulent effects are separable and additive to lowest order in q ? . 14, [24] [25] [26] [27] The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the role of momentum transport in the absence of flow, and Sec. III describes the diamagnetic flow effects on momentum transport using gyrokinetics. In Sec. IV, we evaluate the diamagnetic effects and their dependence on three parameters: (A) pressure gradient, (B) collisionality, and (C) magnetic shear. These parameters are related to three experimental phenomena: (A) rotation peaking in L-H transition, (B) rotation direction reversal due to a density increase and a plasma current decrease, and (C) rotation change due to lower hybrid wave momentum injection. Finally, a discussion is given in Sec. V.
II. ROTATION RADIAL PROFILE
The steady-state ion toroidal rotation is achieved by balancing the external torque and the radial momentum redistribution
where V 0 ¼ Ð dhduðB Á rhÞ À1 is the flux surface area, P is the radial transport of ion toroidal angular momentum, and T u is the external torque. Here, we have used the static magnetic field B ¼ Iru þ ru Â rw, where I ¼ B u R; B u is the toroidal magnetic field, R is the major radius, u is the toroidal coordinate, h is the poloidal coordinate, and w is the poloidal magnetic flux, which is the radial coordinate. A linear model for the dependence of the momentum flux on the radial rotation profile is obtained using the momentum advection and diffusion
where n i , m i , and X / are the ion density, mass, and toroidal angular frequency, respectively. The flux surface average is defined as hXi w ¼ ð1=V 0 Þ Ð dhduXðB Á rhÞ À1 . This model is valid in the low flow regime (Mach (1) in which the effects of the toroidal flow and flow shear on the momentum flux can be linearized about zero flow and flow shear. Here, P int is the intrinsic momentum transport, which is the momentum flux generated even for zero flow and flow shear (i.e., X u ¼ 0 and @X u =@w ¼ 0). The advective term has the coefficient P u that is called the momentum pinch coefficient, and the diffusive term is proportional to the momentum diffusivity v u . The momentum diffusion and advection for the E Â B toroidal flow have been theoretically investigated in previous work. 12, 13, 28 Using Eqs. (1) and (2), the radial profile of toroidal rotation can be reconstructed
where the boundary condition for the toroidal velocity at the last closed flux surface, X / (w 0 ), and zero momentum flux at the magnetic axis Pðw ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 are used. Here, we assume w ¼ 0 at the magnetic axis and w ¼ w 0 > 0 at the last closed flux surface without loss of generality.
If there is no intrinsic momentum transport and no momentum source (P int ¼ 0 and T u ¼ 0), the rotation profile is determined by the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3), which is due to momentum diffusion and pinch. Then, the sign of the rotation is given by the velocity at the boundary. The intrinsic momentum transport (the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3)) can change the sign, which is necessary to explain many experimentally observed intrinsic rotation phenomena. Inward intrinsic momentum transport (P int < 0) results in rotation in the co-current direction, and outward intrinsic momentum transport (P int > 0) results in rotation in the counter-current direction, as mentioned in the introduction. Notice that P int at outer radii contributes more to the core rotation than P int at inner radii because of the exponential factor expð Ð w 0 w dw 00 ðP u =v u ÞÞ in the integral in the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3). The exponential factor arises due to the inward momentum pinch (P u =v u is observed to be positive in many different turbulent simulations 13, 28 ). As a result, the effects from the diamagnetic flow, whose size is typically larger at outer-radii than at inner-radii, becomes important in determining the core rotation. Also, note that the rotation profile is determined by the ratio of the momentum flux to the momentum diffusivity, P int =v u n i m i hR 2 i w , rather than by the magnitude of the momentum flux P int. In Secs. III and IV, we examine the effect of the diamagnetic flow on the intrinsic momentum transport P int.
III. TURBULENT MOMENTUM TRANSPORT OF DIAMAGNETIC FLOW
The turbulent momentum flux can be evaluated using gyrokinetics, which assumes q ? ( 1, turbulence perpendicular wavelengths of order the ion gyroradius, and turbulence parallel wavelengths comparable to the size of the tokamak. 29 Gyrokinetics averages the particle motion over the fast gyration, reducing a kinetic description to two velocity space variables (the kinetic energy E ¼ v 2 =2 and magnetic moment l ¼ v and parallel to the static magnetic field, respectively. We split the distribution function into different pieces,
Þis the shifted Maxwellian due to E Â B toroidal flow, F M ðvÞ is the stationary Maxwellian, X u;E ¼ Àcð@/ 0 =@wÞ is the E Â B rotation frequency, / 0 ðwÞ is the lowest order electrostatic potential, F 1 is the higher order equilibrium that describes diamagnetic flows, and the fluctuating piece is much smaller than the background piece, f tb $ q ? F M . Similarly, the electrostatic potential can also be divided into three pieces,
, where u 1 is the non-fluctuating higher order potential. For electrostatic turbulence, which tends to dominate in low b tokamaks, the ion gyrokinetic equation for f tb to lowest order in q ? , without any flow or flow shear, is
where f tb ' f tb 1 and / tb ' / tb 1 are the fluctuating distribution function and potential to lowest order,b is the unit vector of the magnetic field, v M is the rB and curvature drifts, v tb E1 is the E Â B drift due to the fluctuating potential / tb 1 ; Ze is the ion charge, h:::i is the average over the gyromotion, and C is the ion collision operator. The gyrokinetic equation can be derived for every species. The different species are coupled by imposing the quasineutrality condition (5) where Z s is the charge, T s is the temperature, and f tb 1;s is the turbulent piece of the distribution function for species s, and the second term in the parentheses on the left hand side is the polarization density due to the gyromotion. Using the solutions for f tb 1 and / tb 1 , we can evaluate the radial transport of toroidal angular momentum to lowest order
where
ÁrwÞi, and k w and k a are the wavevectors of the Fourier decomposition of the fast variation in the perpendicular coordinates (w and a, with B ¼ raÂrw) of the turbulence. It is shown in Refs. 9 and 10 that there is a symmetry for an up-down symmetric tokamak by which p tb 2 ðh;v jj ;k w Þ¼Àp tb 2 ðÀh;Àv jj ;Àk w Þ, giving P tb ¼0 (see Fig. 1(a) ). Note that the neoclassical function F 1 has not entered the equation to lowest order.
To include the effect of the diamagnetic toroidal flow X u,d and the E Â B toroidal flow X u,E , the gyrokinetic equation must be modified to include the terms that are an order higher in q ? ðB=B h Þ than the terms in Eq. (4). The modified gyrokinetic equation in the lab frame is
where v tb E ; v E0 , and v E1 are the E Â B drift due to / tb ; / 0 , and / 1 , respectively. Here, we assume v E0 $ q ? v ti and v E1 $ q 2 ? ðB=B h Þv ti . Equation (7) includes the diamagnetic flow corrections based on the derivation in Refs. 14 and 30 that assumes B=B h ) 1 and turbulence with characteristic perpendicular wavelengths of the order of the ion gyroradius.
For turbulent wavelengths of the order of (B=B h )q i , terms arising from other effects (e.g., due to slow radial 17, 19 and poloidal 20 variation of turbulence) can be of comparable size. 21 We neglected these other effects in Eq. (7) to focus on the diamagnetic flow effects. The resulting equations are consistent with turbulence with perpendicular wavelengths of the order of the ion gyroradius. Note that Eq. (7) is written in the laboratory frame, but it can also be written in the frame rotating with angular velocity X u,E (see Eq. (1) 
where the first term on the right hand side results in a shift of the Maxwellian distribution function due to the parallel particle diamagnetic flow X u,d . Here, T i is the ion temperature. The other term F other 1
gives no net toroidal angular momentum, but it also breaks the symmetry of turbulence (e.g., due to the parallel heat flow).
Using the solutions for f tb and / tb from Eq. (7) 
giving the non-zero momentum flux
If the size of the flows are sufficiently low to linearize their contribution to the moment flux, the deviation has the symmetry property Dp tb ðh; v jj ; k w Þ ¼ Dp tb ðÀh; Àv jj ; Àk w Þ, as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) .
Both the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow cause the same shift of the Maxwellian distribution on the right hand side of Eq. (7). However, there are terms in Eq. (7) that are different depending on the type of the flow. The drift and the acceleration due to the radial electric field on the left hand
on the right hand side is only due to the diamagnetic flow. Because of these different terms for the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow, they contribute to the momentum transport differently. Consequently, finite momentum flux occurs for a non-rotating state in which two types of flows cancel each other (X u;d þ X u;E ¼ 0), but their effect on the momentum flux does not. We can interpret the momentum flux for canceling flows by expanding the linear model in Eq. (2) using different pinch coefficients and different momentum diffusivities for the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow
For cancelling flows, X u;E ¼ ÀX u;d and @X u;E =@w ¼ À@X u;d =@w, Eq. (11) results in and / 1 , which are diamagnetic corrections other than the flow. Because the diamagnetic flow depends on some plasma parameters such as the radial pressure and temperature gradients, collisionality, and safety factor, the momentum flux P int depends on these parameters and their radial derivatives (through the rF 1 term appearing in Eq. (7)). In Sec. IV, we examine three examples showing the primary dependences of the momentum flux on (a) the pressure gradient, (b) the collisionality, and (c) the magnetic shear (the radial derivative of the safety factor).
IV. EXAMPLES A. Rotation peaking during the L-H transition
When the plasma confinement mode changes from L-mode to H-mode, a significant increase of the core intrinsic rotation in the co-current direction (rotation peaking) is observed in many tokamaks. 6 The size of the rotation peaking DV u has a strong correlation with the increase of the stored energy, DW, during the transition, and with the inverse of the plasma current, 1=I p . Fig. 1 in Ref. 6 shows the experimental data supporting this correlation and the different coefficients, C V DV u =ðDW=I p Þ, for different tokamaks. For example, the coefficient for Alcator C-Mod is C V ' 7 Â 10 5 ðm=sÞðA=JÞ from the line drawn through the data in Fig.  1 of Ref. 6 .
To try to explain this rotation peaking, we estimate the momentum transport due to a strong diamagnetic flow in the pedestal. A strong pressure gradient is established in the pedestal in the L-H transition, and it gives co-current diamagnetic toroidal flow with a size comparable to the ion thermal speed. However, the size of the net toroidal rotation at the pedestal is measured to be much smaller than the size of the diamagnetic flow. It means that there is a strong E Â B flow in the counter-current direction due to a negative radial electric field balancing the diamagnetic flow. To simulate this situation, we study a non-rotating state in which the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow cancel each other. In the intrinsic momentum transport P int of Eq. (12), the contribution of the different momentum pinches for the two types of the flows P DP u int was reported in our previous paper. 16 In this paper, we revisit the simulation results and we analyze them. Using the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3), we estimate the rotation peaking by
where R 0 ' hRi w ; v u ¼ v u a=w 0 ; Dp i and Dw p are the pressure drop and the poloidal flux increase within the pedestal, respectively, and the pressure gradient ($Dp i =Dw p ) is used to estimate the diamagnetic flow size at the pedestal. For simplicity, the stored energy and the poloidal magnetic field in Eq. (13) were estimated by assuming an elliptical poloidal cross section, giving DW $ 2p 2 ja 2 R 0 Dp i and B h $ 2 ffiffi ffi
, where j is the elongation. Then, Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) ). Because the difference occurs mainly due to the acceleration term, ðZe=m i Þðv M Á r/ 0 Þð@f tb =@EÞ of Eq. (7), the contour shape of Dp tb in Fig.  1(c) is different from that in Fig. 1(b) . For example, the acceleration term is odd in h unlike the other symmetry breaking terms, so it gives additional h variation in Fig. 1(c) .
B. Direction reversal due to collisionality
In Ohmic L-mode discharges on Alcator C-Mod 32 and TCV, 33 it is found that the core intrinsic rotation changes its direction from co-current to counter-current as the plasma density increases or the plasma current decreases. Because the collisionality ( ? ) is proportional to the density and the inverse of the plasma current, this is a likely control parameter for the reversals. Here, the collisionality is defined to be the ratio of the effective collision frequency for pitch angle scattering to the bounce frequency ? ¼ ðr=RÞ À3=2 i qR=v ti , where i is the ion collision frequency and q is the safety factor. In this section, we present the dependence of P int on the collisionality, first reported in Ref. 15 , and analyze the results.
As shown in the black curve of Fig. 2 in Ref. 15 , the intrinsic momentum flux for the canceling diamagnetic flow and E Â B flow changes its sign from negative to positive as ? increases. The results are obtained numerically for the Cyclone plasma parameters using GS2 and the neoclassical code NEO, 34 which solves the drift-kinetic equation for F 1 and u 1 . The change of sign occurs around ? $ 1 in which the neoclassical transport changes from the banana to the plateau regime. As the collisionality increases, the piece of the diamagnetic flow that is proportional to the temperature gradient contributes more to the co-current diamagnetic flow, giving an increase in the diamagnetic particle flow and flow shear. For the Cyclone based plasma parameters with a diamagnetic flow X u;d R 0 =v ti ' À0:09 and a flow shear This numerical result is consistent with the key features of the experimentally observed intrinsic rotation reversal at Alcator C-Mod and TCV because the negative flux causes cocurrent rotation and the positive flux gives counter-current rotation. The collisionality can be evaluated using the parameters measured in Alcator C-Mod with some non-negligible uncertainties. In Ref. 32 , it is found that the rotation reversal occurs inside of the q ¼ 3=2 flux surface, which corresponds to ? ' 0:7 using r=a ' 0:6;n i ' 0:8Â10 20 m À3 ;T i '0:6KeV, and the effective charge Z ef f ' 2:5. However, a numerical analysis using experimental parameters over all radii may be required for more rigorous and quantitative comparisons with the rotation profiles in Ref. 32 . The direction of the rotation cannot be simply determined by whether the turbulence type is ITG (ion temperature gradient driven turbulence) 35 or TEM (trapped electron mode driven turbulence) 36 as shown in the experimental measurements in Alcator C-Mod. 37 If turbulence characteristics change significantly, the coefficients determining the rotation profile in Eq. (3) would change accordingly. This may explain why the rotation direction can change depending on the magnetic field configuration as found in TCV. 33 C. Rotation change due to the lower hybrid waves Significant toroidal rotation changes with lower hybrid wave momentum injection have been observed in many tokamaks. 38, 39 The counter-current momentum of the wave accelerates the ions in the counter-current direction right after the wave injection 40 (see t < t 1 in Fig. 3) , and the acceleration decreases and almost saturates in O(100) ms (see t 1 < t < t 3 in Fig. 3 ). The final rotation change is determined by the momentum input and the turbulent radial transport of the toroidal angular momentum, and it is given by Eq. (3).
In Alcator C-Mod, different responses to lower hybrid injection are observed depending on the size of the plasma current, 38 as shown in Fig. 3 . For high plasma current (I p տ700 kA), the change in steady state rotation due to wave injection is in the counter-current direction (DV u < 0), which is the same direction as the wave momentum. The size of the change is correlated with the size of the internal inductance drop, which is a measure of the lower hybrid wave power absorption off-axis. 41 It means that the size of the change is likely to be proportional to the size of the external torque. This counter-current acceleration can be explained theoretically by the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (3). The rotation change is due to the balance between the external torque and the momentum pinch and diffusion. The observed change agrees well with the third term evaluated numerically using gyrokinetic analysis (see Fig. 5-3 in Ref. 42) .
For a discharge with low plasma current (I p Շ 350 kA), the change in steady state rotation due to wave injection is in the co-current direction, which is opposite to the wave momentum input. 38 The initial acceleration after lower hybrid injection is in the counter-current direction, but it changes direction to co-current at about 150 ms after the wave injection (see t $ t 2 in Fig. 3) . Eventually, the rotation change is saturated in another several hundred milliseconds, and it is in the co-current direction (DV u > 0). This reversal of the rotation change due to lower hybrid waves requires a negative change of the intrinsic momentum flux in the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3).
We postulate that this reversal of the rotation change is related to the momentum transport due to the diamagnetic flows and its dependence on the magnetic shear. The change in the radial profile of the safety factor is more significant for the low current case than for the high current case. The efficiency of the lower hybrid current drive in Alcator C-Mod is ðn e R 0 I LH =P LH Þ ' 2:3 Â 10 19 AW À1 m À2 , 43 where n e is the electron density, I LH is the lower hybrid wave driven current, and P LH is the wave power absorption, giving I LH ' 130 kA for P LH ' 850 kW. For the high current case with I p ¼ 700 kA, the lower hybrid driven current is only about FIG. 3 . A schematic of typical core rotation measurements during lower hybrid wave injection at Alcator C-Mod for a high plasma current discharge (I p տ 700 kA) and a low plasma current discharge (I p Շ 350 kA). Time history after the wave injection can be divided into three phases: acceleration in t Շ t 1 , direction reversal in t ' t 2 , and saturation in t ' t 3 . Here, t 1 ' O(10) ms is the momentum transport time scale, and t 2 ' O(100) ms corresponds to the current resistive relaxation time scale.
18% of the total current. However, for the low current case with I p ¼ 350 kA, the lower hybrid driven current is about 36% of the total current, resulting in a significant change in the radial profile of the plasma current. Consequently, only for the low current, the magnetic shear changes sensitively. The change in the magnetic shear depends on the position of the lower hybrid wave power deposition.
The measured magnetic shear for the low current case is found in Ref. 39 . The reduction of the magnetic shear in the inner radii is due to the lower hybrid wave driving current off-axis r=a > 0.5, which gives a relatively flat profile of the safety factor inside the driven current location. Fig. 4 shows that the reduced magnetic shear results in reduced positive intrinsic momentum flux for a non-rotating state with canceling diamagnetic and E Â B flow. The results are obtained with GS2 and NEO using Alcator C-Mod plasma parameters. 45 The change of the magnetic shear results in the change of the radial shear of the diamagnetic flow and, as a consequence, a change of the momentum flux P int . This reduced positive momentum flux corresponds to a decrease of the absolute value of the counter-current rotation, which is consistent with the measurements in the low current case. To have a net increase in the steady state rotation due to the wave injection, DV u > 0, the negative change in P int needs to be large enough to overcome the counter-current external momentum. In other words, significant reduction of the intrinsic momentum flux is required to have the change in the second term of Eq. (3) larger than the third term. For a momentum source with P LH ' 850 kW, the change of the normalized intrinsic momentum flux DP int =v u n i m i v ti < À0:6 is needed. 42 Based on Fig. 4 , this momentum flux reduction corresponds to a significant reduction of the magnetic shear (e.g.,ŝ ¼ 2:2 ! 0:5), which may be larger than the observed reduction of the magnetic shear jDŝj Շ 1:0 in Ref. 39 .
Nevertheless, the momentum flux due to the diamagnetic flows depends on the magnetic shear, and this dependence is consistent with many features of the rotation saturation in the lower hybrid wave injection. The co-current direction saturation only happens for the low plasma current in which the diamagnetic flow size is large and the change of the magnetic shear is significant. Also, this magnetic shear effect is consistent with the observed time scale for the reversal of the rotation change. The change in the safety factor profile takes a resistive current relaxation time (O(100) ms), which is also the observed time scale for the rotation changing its direction at low currents (t 2 in Fig. 3 ).
V. DISCUSSION
This paper investigates the radial transport of toroidal angular momentum P int for a non-rotating state in which the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow cancel each other. To demonstrate that this piece of the momentum transport is helpful to explain low Mach number rotation in a tokamak, we examine three examples. In the first example, the experimentally observed rotation peaking in H-mode is quantitatively compared with the estimated value using the numerical results of momentum transport due to different momentum pinches for the diamagnetic flow and the E Â B flow. The observed scaling of the rotation peaking with the stored energy and the plasma current is consistent with the diamagnetic flow effects, and the coefficient of the observed scaling agrees well with the results for Alcator C-Mod. The second example shows the qualitative agreement of the intrinsic rotation reversal observed in Alcator C-Mod and TCV with the dependence of the momentum transport on collisionality. The direction of the rotation reversal is consistent with the sign change of momentum transport around collisionality ? ' 1:0, which is also in the range of the observed collisionality for the reversal. In the last example, the dependence of the momentum transport on the magnetic shear may partially explain the co-current rotation change with the counter-current lower hybrid wave momentum injection for low current shots in Alcator C-Mod. Numerical simulations using Alcator C-Mod parameters result in reduced positive momentum flux due to a decrease in the magnetic shear, which is consistent with the direction and the time scale of the rotation change in the low current case.
In each example, we use one of the plasma parameters that determine the diamagnetic flow and flow shear as an independent variable and leave many other plasma parameters fixed. Thus, the examples investigate a small set of plasma parameters in the full configuration space. If a different set of control variables is given, the effects of the independent variable on the results may change. For instance, the control parameters, which determine the characteristics of the turbulence, are different in the above examples, and the contributions of P DP u int and P Dv u int to the momentum transport P int in Eq. (12) vary accordingly (compare Sec. IV A and Sec. IV B). The sign of these contributions, however, does not seem to depend on the direction of propagation of the instability that drives the turbulence. In general, we must say that the dependences of the momentum transport on pressure gradient, collisionality, and magnetic shear in this paper may not be universal in the full plasma parameter space. More work and comparisons with experiments are needed. 
